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New Zealand’s PMP Limited is ManWinWin’s 

client
 

PMP Limited, the largest commercial print company in New Zealand with an unparalleled 

network of printing and finishing resources, has chosen ManWinWin.  The group acquired the 

software to centralize maintenance procedures, save costs and overcome challenges of the 

maintenance area. 

With headquarters in Auckland, PMP Limited is a group of four divisions (PMP Print, PMP 

Distribution, Gordon & Gotch and PMP Maxum) providing highly specialized media services that 

offer fully-integrated supply chain solutions to print media, retail, SME's, real estate and publishing 

clients both nationally and internationally. 

Before ManWinWin, the company had a maintenance system with information spread around several 

different locations, which made all internal procedures slower and costlier. 

To overcome these challenges, PMP chose ManWinWin Software to manage its maintenance requests 

in several levels. On a first stage, a senior Navaltik Management consultant was designated to lead the 

implementation and configuration process, as the first priority was to standardize all maintenance 

practices in one single platform. 

The staff was trained so that all users were capable of executing maintenance tasks solely through 

ManWinWin, from item registration to maintenance plans creation, work orders and reporting. 

All the information was then centralized in one system, accessible to everyone from any connected 

device, which immediately saved time spent with unnecessary work updating and searching for 

information. 



Hence, all maintenance requests stopped being executed through an internal manual form and started 

being handled automatically through ManWinWin, an improvement that drastically simplified the 

access to all the data, statistics and corrective maintenance history. 

Stock maintenance also became simpler, as it was no longer mandatory to execute a systematic 

inventory, because all purchases and stock management were integrated with ManWinWin's 

procedures, saving time and money with unnecessary work. 

Having PMP Limited as a new client represents another pivotal achievement in ManWinWin's 

international expansion, as it enlarges a heavy-weighted portfolio of clients that already includes 

references such as Essilor Australia, Dupont, Colquimica Polska, Ittihad Investment Group and 

Danone.

 

 

 

 

For more information please contact: Rodrigo Seruya Cabral   

+351 934 309 184 // Skype: RSC1609 or  rcabral@navaltik.com  

 

About Navaltik Management 

 

Navaltik Management is a Portuguese Engineering consultancy company, which started off in 1981. It specializes 

in maintenance management and organization as well as maintenance management software (CMMS) 

development and implementation. ManWinWin Software currently has a specialized team made of talented people, 

which has grown 40% in the past 18 months. The company’s revenue grown nearly 40% in the past 6 years, and 

this year it is estimated a growth of 20%. Navaltik, expanding a client base currently settled around 30 countries 

worldwide, including global companies such as Alstom, Danone, Essilor, Dupont Group, Four Seasons, among 

others, has also a network of local partners in Brazil, Turkey, Romania, Saudi Arabia, Australia, Indonesia and 

Vietnam, all of which report to its Head Office in Lisbon, Portugal. 
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